February 3
#AdultingWhileBlack on Campus:
A Discussion About Identity and Black Student Success in College
Facilitated by Sarah Kutten, University of Oregon

February 17
Muerto Silenciosa (film and discussion)
Translation: Quiet Death
Facilitated by Jesse Dizard, Department of Anthropology

March 10
The Alchemy of Whiteness: Race, Immigration, and Identity in the 19th and 20th Centuries
Facilitated by Peter Owens, Office of Institutional Research

April 7
Designing Confidence:
Dealing with the Imposter Syndrome
Facilitated by the First-Gen Faculty and Staff Association

April 28
The Foster Youth Experience
Facilitated by Marina Lomeli-Fox and Dawn Carini,
PATH Scholars (Foster Youth Program)

May 5
16th Annual Conversations on Diversity and Inclusion Awards
Facilitated by Tray Robinson,
Office of Diversity and Inclusion

To learn more about the Conversations on Diversity and Inclusion Series, as well as access zoom links, please visit www.csuchico.edu/diversity/cod

Conversations on Diversity and Inclusion is a series of discussions sponsored by the Department of Multicultural and Gender Studies, the Gender and Sexuality Equity Coalition, and the Office of Diversity and Inclusion at California State University, Chico. For more information, contact the Office of Diversity and Inclusion at 898-4764 or visit www.csuchico.edu/diversity